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1 SUMMARY 

Catapult Property Group (Catapult) develops and sells high quality residential land and medium 
density projects in strong investment locations throughout Queensland and New South Wales. 

Catapult proposes to develop more than 250 residences within the Mooball Development Area 
(MDA), in the Tweed Valley, NSW. 

The MDA was rezoned by Tweed Shire Council in 2016 for the purposes of creating an urban 
release area that would ultimately expand upon the linear form of the historic Mooball 
hinterland Village – The Mooball Development Plan. Catapult’s proposal fulfils that intent. 

Together with Tweed Shire Council and with some limited local consultation, Catapult has 
agreed to a draft set of Mooball Design Guidelines as the required next step towards 
construction.  

The Tweed Shire Council’s Community Engagement and Participation Plan 2019 – 2024 (CEPP) 
in its responsibility to ensure all community members have an opportunity to engage with 
Council on matters that affect them and their community’s future, required Catapult to consult 
and engage with the Mooball population. This was in order to explain the proposed Guidelines 
and their purpose, and to where possible, generate feedback for consideration in the final 
version of the Guidelines. 

Catapult engaged Three Plus to assist in this process and a strategy and program was 
constructed and agreed upon by the Tweed Shire Council before implementation. 

The strategy operated at the ‘inform’ and ‘consult’ levels of community engagement, based on 
the International Association of Public Participation (IAP2) spectrum. 

Engagement Implementation 

The formal period of community consultation was between 2 November to 30 November 
2020. The target audience was the Mooball community and boundary neighbours. 

Community Information Sessions  

Central to the engagement process and outcomes were two Community Information Sessions 
(CISs) held consecutively in the afternoon and evening of the 17th of November, 2020. The 
CISs were advertised via letter box drop to the Mooball community, in the Tweedlink and local 
press. There was also media coverage – radio and press that promoted the two events. As a 
result, both were well attended.  

Business Briefing Session 

A separate briefing session for the Mooball business community was conducted at the Hotel 
Victory at the commencement of the formal consultation period on 2 November 2020. This was 
attended by most of the business operators and gave an opportunity for them to canvass 
questions about the Guidelines as they might relate to their respective industries.  

Feedback process 

Attendees at the two CISs and Business Briefing Session were encouraged to provide written 
feedback at the conclusion of each session and or via online at www.sunrisemooball.com.au.  

The deadline for feedback was advertised as 30 November, 2020.  

A follow-up reminder email was sent to attendees on 26 November, 2020.  

http://www.sunrisemooball.com.au/
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A total of 24 respondents have been recorded and considered as part of this Report. 

1.1 TECHNOLOGY ISSUE RESOLVED 

The formal consultation period closed with 11 respondents being recorded.  

A further 13 previously uncounted community submissions were discovered on 20 May 2021, 
following the detection of an Information Technology issue within Catapult Property Group. 

Ten of the outstanding community submissions were made within the earlier 2 November to 30 
November 2020 consultation period and 3 were made after the date for submissions closed. 

While the latter 3 are declared ‘improperly made’ due to the expired date for submission, they 
have nevertheless been recorded and considered with the other 10 as part of this revised 
Community Engagement Report and furnished to Catapult for consideration in the final draft 
iteration of the Guidelines. 

A further three submissions were improperly made without contact details or content and have 
therefore not been counted in this report.  

Submitters and Tweed Shire Council were advised on 20 May 2021. 

1.2 KEY ENGAGEMENT OUTCOMES 

The community engagement demonstrated a heightened general awareness to the community 
and key stakeholders of the Mooball Design Guidelines and their purpose.  

Positive oral feedback from some attendees at the Community Information Sessions generally 
was: “It is good to see that attempts are being made to keep the area in keeping with the local 
character.”  

Positive written feedback included: “We like that the design with balconies, and verandas is a 
country vibe. The colour schemes are complementary and natural.” 

Positive oral feedback from the business briefing session included overarching comments that: 
“Considerable work has clearly gone into the draft guidelines.” And “they will be good for the 
community.” 

Positive written feedback from the business briefing session included:”The proposed guidelines 
seem environmentally considerate and sensitive.” 

There was a theme, however, within the written feedback submissions, that the Mooball Design 
Guidelines, as presented, were vague and hard to understand. This is difficult to accept given 
the extent of discussions at both CISs and the presenters willingness and capability to answer 
most questions and explain matters in detail. 

Other Community Concerns  

While the topic of discussion was the Mooball Design Guidelines, attendees were generally 
more interested in the overall Mooball development: timeline, site plan and sizes, access, 
approvals, and attributes. 

Concerns about flooding issues, traffic congestion, suggested contamination, alleged 
irregularities in soil tests and other geotechnical matters also dominated discussions and 
questions. A repeated question was: Shouldn’t these matters be resolved before having 
conversations about what houses might look like?  
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Catapult acknowledged these overarching concerns and said that finalising the Mooball Design 
Guidelines was just one important step in the overall development process. Answers to those 
questions, particularly those of a technical nature, would be addressed in full at a later time.   
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2 THE ENGAGEMENT PROCESS 

This section describes in detail the engagement activities and tools used to inform and receive 
responses from the community. 

2.1 ENGAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 

The principles of the IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum, specifically as they relate to the 
‘inform’ and ‘consult’ levels were followed as overarching guidelines for community and 
stakeholder engagement:  
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2.2 COMMUNITY AND BUSINESS INFORMATION SESSIONS  

Two Community Information Sessions were held at the Murwillumbah Community Centre on 2 
November at 5.30pm and 7pm respectively. The venue was chosen for its proximity to Mooball 
and its capacity and capability to conduct gatherings in an established COVID-19 safe 
environment. 

Attendees were provided with a copy of the presentation about the Mooball Design Guidelines 
(to take away or refer to) at the beginning of each session. Questions were invited from the 
audience both during the session and afterwards. Both sessions ran well over time.  

A total of 36 people attended across both sessions. They were drawn from in and around 
Mooball and as far away as Byron Bay. 

A Business Information Session was also held at the Hotel Victory in the same manner, on 2 
November 2020. 

Five busines owners representing most of the local business community attended. 

A MEETING REPORT OF THE BUSINESS INFORMATION SESSION IS AT APPENDIX 1 
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2.3 FEEDBACK 

Attendees at the Community and Business Information sessions were invited to provide written feedback as part of the event. Feedback 
forms, writing equipment, desks and a locked feedback box were provided for that purpose. Respondents could also submit anonymously 
if they wished to do so. 

As an alternative, attendees could provide written feedback online via the website www.sunrisemooball.com.au. 

Twenty-four people chose to provide feedback. A list of respondents and the main points of their submissions included in the table below 
as their relate to the Guidelines only.  

A REVISED LIST OF SUBMISSIONS CAN BEE SEEN AT APPENDIX 2 

RESPONDENT ADDRESS & 
 CONTACT EMAIL 

DATE 
RECEIVED MAIN PONTS RESPONSE 

Paul Joseph MALOUF Mooball Community 
Representative 
Association. 

 

 

 

30 Nov 20 No reference to the Guidelines. 

Flooding, Fire hazards, Lot sizes  

 

Via email 

Redacted Redacted 30 Nov 20 The Development Guidelines in its 
current form is unclear and does 
not provide adequate information 
to achieve preserving the future 
expanded built form of the Mooball 
village character, amenity, and 
rural landscape. 

Via email 

Redacted Redacted 29 Nov 20 How will the Design Guidelines be 
delivered? 

Via email 

http://www.sunrisemooball.com.au/
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RESPONDENT ADDRESS & 
 CONTACT EMAIL 

DATE 
RECEIVED MAIN PONTS RESPONSE 

Redacted Not provided  

 

29 Nov 20 The design Guidelines were 
confusing. 

The zones are very ambiguous. 

The design for site planning is 
unclear. 

 

 

 

 

Redacted Not provided 

  

 

29 Nov 20 The design Guidelines were 
confusing. 

The zones are very ambiguous. 

The design for site planning is 
unclear. 

Via Email 

Redacted Not provided  

 

29 Nov 20 The lack of a postal address with 
which to provide feedback made 
this difficult for the elderly. 

Guidelines are totally lacking and 
confusing. 

The site planning is confusing. 

The whole exercise is a sales pitch. 

Via email 

Redacted Not provided  

 

29 Nov 20 The lack of a postal address with 
which to provide feedback made 
this difficult for elderly. 

Information provided was 
confusing. 

The whole exercise is a sales pitch. 

Via email 
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RESPONDENT ADDRESS & 
 CONTACT EMAIL 

DATE 
RECEIVED MAIN PONTS RESPONSE 

Redacted Not provided  29 Nov 20 Design guidelines are very 
confusing. 

Via email 

Redacted  17 Nov 20 No reference to the Guidelines 

 

Hard copy 

Redacted Not provided  

 

17 Nov 20 Guidelines have absence of detail. 

Lot sizes too small 

  

Hard copy 

Redacted  17 Nov 20 Development name needs to 
change  

Parks and common areas should be 
included  

Via email 

Redacted Via Website  2 May 2021  

 

We do not need more People. 

We do not want more greedy 
developers 

Via Email 

Redacted Via Website 27 Feb 2021  270 lots allows for the potential 
economic growth of the area 
without overcrowding  

The name is awful 

Via Email 

Redacted Via Website  17 April 
2021  

Sunrise Mooball looks to be a 
beautiful housing estate. 

No concerns at this stage  

Via Email 
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RESPONDENT ADDRESS & 
 CONTACT EMAIL 

DATE 
RECEIVED MAIN PONTS RESPONSE 

Redacted Via Website  30 Nov 2021  Lots are too small. 

Flooding a sewage needs close 
attention  

Development is too big. 

Via Email 

Redacted Via Website 30 Nov 2021 Just make sure the infrastructure is 
done properly the first time and do 
it properly with out short cuts 

Via Email 

Redacted Via Website 29 Nov 2021 We like the design with balconies 
and verandas. 

Always block size is a 
disappointment. 

The road needs to be slowed to 60 
from Yelgum..   

Via Email 

Redacted Via Website  29 Nov 2021  I do not like anything about the 
proposed guidelines 

Flooding and drainage issues. 

Noise and increased traffic issues  

Via Email 

Redacted Via Website  27 Nov 2021  I am against it. 

Creating a dense housing estate 
you are completely contradicting 
the Mooball characteristics. 

At least do it properly.  

 Via Email 
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RESPONDENT ADDRESS & 
 CONTACT EMAIL 

DATE 
RECEIVED MAIN PONTS RESPONSE 

Redacted Via website  27 Nov 2021 Housing estate is going to destroy 
the rural characteristics of Mooball.  

Flooding is an issue. 

Roads are dangerous. 

Via Email 

Redacted Via Website  23 Nov 2021  What happens to the guidelines 
when someone sells the house? 

Infrastructure, drainage, and 
flooding need careful consideration.  

Via Email 

Redacted Via Website 19 Nov 2021  Drainage and flooding are already 
big issues here 

Via email 

Redacted Via Website  29 Nov 2021  Traffic. Roads not suitable for more 
cars. 

Drainage and flooding. 

Sewage issues. 

Noise.  

 

Redacted Via Website  6 Nov 2021  Guidelines seem environmentally 
considerate and sensitive. 

Entry and access points are 
insufficient and traffic needs 
consideration.  

Via Email 
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2.4 COLLATERAL  

Newsletter  

At the commencement of the consultation period on 2 November, 2020, Three Plus hand-
delivered a Newsletter to every Mooball home where it was possible. The Newsletter invited 
residents to attend either of the two sessions and to register their attendance for COVID-19 
reasons.  

Additional copies of the newsletter were left at the Mooball Post Office (where Mooball 
residents collect their mail rather than have it delivered), The Mooball Roadhouse and the 
Hotel Victory as the three major businesses in the Village. 

The newsletter also contained:  

• An introduction about the Draft Mooball Design Guidelines and their purpose. 

• Details of the process intended to inform the community about the guidelines and about 
how to provide feedback and why? And,   

• Directions to a website – www.sunrisemooball.com.am - which provided convenient 
online viewing of the Mooball Design Guidelines as presented to the CISs and provide 
written feedback. 

 

A SAMPLE OF THE NEWSLETTER IS AT APPENDIX 2 

Presentation  

Each briefing session was supported by a projected presentation and technical drawings. 
Copies of the presentation and collateral were also supplied to each attendee at the 
commencement of each session.   

A COPY OF THE PRESENTATION IS AT APPENDIX 3 

 

2.5 ADVERTISING AND MEDIA  

Advertising  
Both Community Information Sessions were advertised in the Tweedlink and Tweed Valley 
Weekly. 
 
A COPY OF THE TWEED LINK ADVERTISEMENT IS AT APPENDIX 4 
 
A COPY OF THE TWEED VALLEY WEEKLY NOTICE IS AT APPENDIX 5 
 
Media  
The sessions and request for written feedback on the Guidelines were promoted both on ABC 
Radio North Coast* and in the Tweed Valley Weekly.  
 
A COPY OF THE TWEED VALLEY ARTICLE IS AT APPENDIX 6 
 
*ABC RADIO STORY UNAVAILABLE.   

http://www.sunrisemooball.com.am/
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  APPENDIX 1 - BUSINESS BRIEFING RECORD OF MEETING 



 

MEETING RECORD 
General questions and comments  

 

Subject Mooball Business Briefing Session 

Attendees • Domenico Pirlo – Manager Hotel Victory 
• Margaret Pirlo – Owner Hotel Victory 
• Deon Demouche – Quilla Design Emproium 
• Steven Maguire – Pottsville Beach Smash Repairs 
• Amanda Bennett – Quilla Design Emporium 
• Simon Forsyth – Mecone (Urban Design) 
• Michael Lyons – Three Plus (Community Engagement 

Location Hotel Victory, Mooball 

Time 11am – 12 pm (AEDT)   

 

1 ML – Opened the meeting, welcomed participants and introduced SF. 

SF – Spoke to the Mooball Design Guidelines and explained the feedback process. 

SF - Then played the power-point presentation with voice over 

2 SF – paused the video briefly at slide 6 to answer questions. 

DP – Is this development actually going to happen as this has been around for some 
time? 

MP – Is Catapult the same company as the previous developers but just a different 
name?  

SF – The development application is well advanced, and this is the opportunity to have 
a say about what the character of the homes and houses will look like. The principals 
of the previous company are more or less the same, as companies do change names 
sometimes.  

ML – This is a good opportunity for you people as business leaders in the community to 
provide feedback, not just what you don’t like but what appeals to you also.  

MP – We are desperate to have Mooball developed. 

There was then general discussion about the reasons for why the village needed to be 
uplifted. EG lack of accommodation and young people have to leave the district to find 
work but the can't come back because of the lack of everything. 
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SF – Continued to play the video presentation. 

The session finished with general consensus that the developer had done a good job in 
the way the Mooball Guidelines had been put together. 

ML – invited attendees to either fill in a feedback form now or go online and make a 
submission.  

Main verbal feedback -  

“Considerable work has clearly gone into the draft guidelines.” And “they will be good 
for the community.” 

Meeting ended.   
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  APPENDIX 2 - LIST OF SUBMISSIONS 
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  APPENDIX 3 - NEWSLETTER 



Pottsville

13.8km Ocean Shores

Crabbes Creek

Mooball Village

Tweed Valley Way

Pacific Motorway

Sunrise Mooball Design Guidelines
Community Information Session

The residents of Mooball are encouraged to attend a community 
information session, to view the draft Sunrise Mooball Guidelines, 
ask questions and provide written feedback.

WHERE: Murwillumbah Community Centre
     Nullum St, Murwillumbah

WHEN:   Tuesday 17 November 2020

TIME:       Two 1 hour sessions - 5.30pm and 7.00pm

Due to current COVID-19 restrictions, you must register your 
intent to attend by emailing Michael Lyons with your preferred 
session time at michael@threeplus.com.au or by phoning                
07 3167 1209 during business hours by 4pm Friday,                           
13 November 2020.

Catapult Property Group is seeking the community’s 

input into the draft Sunrise Mooball Design 

Guidelines.  These housing guidelines have been 

developed in consultation with the Tweed Shire 

Council (TSC) as part of the requirements of the  

Mooball Voluntary Planning Agreement.

WHAT DO THE GUIDELINES DO? 

The design guidelines provide a framework for the 
design of future dwelling houses in the Mooball 
Development Area (Sunrise Mooball).

WHAT DO THEY COVER? 

The guidelines focus on four key design considerations:

1. Appropriate site planning; 

2. House types that respond to site zones and 
characteristics;

3. Architectural outcomes that reflect existing built 
form character; and

4. Landscaping that complements a rural village 
setting.

View it online
You can also view the draft Mooball Design Guidelines and provide 
feedback online at www.sunrisemooball.com.au

All feedback will be provided in full to Tweed Shire Council and 
considered in amendments for the final design guidelines.

Opportunty to provide written feedback closes 4pm Friday  
30 November 2020.

Have your say
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  APPENDIX 4 - PRESENTATION 



D e s i g n   G u i d e l i n e s 
C o m m u n i t y   c o n s u l t a t i o n

O c t o b e r   2 0 2 0



Pacific Motorway
Crabbes Creek

Mooball Village

Tweed Valley Way

Ocean ShoresPottsville



Vision and intent
▪ Build on the rural character of Mooball through complimentary built form that expands the rural village.
▪ Create a mix of lot sizes to facilitate housing diversity that works with the site characteristics.
▪ Sustainably deliver houses that have architectural features and materials that are complimentary to a 

rural village character.
▪ Reinforce the existing village core of Mooball to provide opportunities across the diversity of the 

community.
▪ The intent of this consultation is to seek the community’s input into the design guidelines for houses for 

the development area.



Rezoning
▪ Planning Proposal PP10/0007 concluded 

in February 2019, rezoning the land to a 
mixture of uses, being -

o RU2 – Rural Landscape
o RU5 – Village 
o R5 – Large Lot Residential

▪ The Mooball Voluntary Planning 
Agreement sets out the developer’s 
obligations for this rezoning.

RU5
RU5

R5

RU2

RU2

RU2

RU2

RU5

RU2

R5



Mooball Voluntary 
Planning Agreement
▪ In July 2016, a Mooball Voluntary Planning Agreement 

established a variety of commitments for the development 
of the land, including –

o Detailed investigations into Aboriginal cultural 
heritage, geotechnical matters, flooding and bushfire 
considerations

o Asset protection and amenity maintenance for specific 
adjoining properties

o Establishment of design guidelines



Design Guidelines – Consultation requirements

▪ The Mooball Voluntary Planning Agreement sets out that the Council 
may -

o publicly exhibit and seek public submissions on the design guidelines
o based on its (Council) consideration of any public submissions, 

require the Developer to modify or amend the Design Guidelines 
prior to the Council granting its approval.

▪ The Mooball Voluntary Planning Agreement requires a developer to 
prepare a set of design guidelines that address:

o Housing types
o Materials 
o Architectural stylistic or character features
o Landscaping

▪ This consultation addresses the items above and seeks input to the draft 
design guidelines



Mooball context
▪ Mooball is a rural hinterland village 

located on the former Pacific Highway 
and North Coast rail line

▪ Inland from Pottsville and south of 
Murwillumbah and the Burringbar Range, 
Mooball has an attractive north-facing 
aspect and sub-tropical climate

▪ Mooball has excellent connections to the 
N/S Pacific Motorway, Tweed coastal 
communities and the hinterland natural 
assets of the Tweed Valley



Mooball context
▪ The village core is centred around 

the intersection of the Tweed Valley 
Way and Pottsville Road

▪ The village is linear in character, 
reflecting the historical service 
centre nature of the settlement

▪ Mooball is surrounded by rural 
activities and bush clad slopes



Mooball context ▪ Note: Voice over 
comments



Mooball character
▪ The village core is dominated by the heritage listed 

Hotel Victory and Kelly Bros Store
▪ The Moo Moo Roadhouse and associated cow print 

themed power poles help define the village character



Mooball character
▪ Existing dwellings are predominantly single storey, 

detached dwellings
▪ A mixture of built form materials are evident including 

face brick, textured render, weatherboard cladding
▪ Colorbond roofs predominate with defining features 

such as extended eaves, sun hoods, and a mix of gable, 
skillion and hip pitched roofs.



Mooball character
▪ Lightweight construction
▪ Legible front access points
▪ Decks, verandahs and façade articulation evident
▪ Car accommodation is generally behind the front 

building line
▪ Landscaping is mature



Zone 3

Zone 2

Zone 1

Zone 1 – Lower land
Typical lower land characteristics –
o flatter land with less physical constraint
o adjoins existing Mooball rural village
o provides opportunity for consolidated 

rural village development to support 
the village core of Mooball

Expanding a rural hinterland village
Zone 2 – Mid-slope
Typical mid-slope characteristics –
o mixed topography with elevated outlook
o transitional village area to rural backdrop
o opportunity for a mix of medium to large 

lots set in an extensive landscape setting

Zone 3 – Upper slope
Typical upper-slope characteristics -
o steep sloping gradient on ridge-lines
o fringed by existing vegetation in a 

peri-urban context
o opportunities for larger lot house 

forms such as pole homes falling in 
natural topography



D e s i g n   G u i d e l i n e s 



Objectives and desired built form
▪ Expand Mooball rural village through complimentary built form.
▪ Deliver a high standard of residential amenity through modern residential design in a rural setting.
▪ Preserve and enhance the identity of Mooball.
▪ Consolidate the compact linear settlement form.
▪ Deliver house types, architectural and character features, material selection and landscaping that is 

complimentary to the rural village through:
1. Appropriate site planning;
2. House types that respond to the site zones;
3. Architectural outcomes, such as facades, roof pitch, living areas, car ports, 

materials/finishes/colours; and
4. Landscaping for a rural village.

▪ The design guideline will not replace the Tweed Development Control Plan 2008 Section A1 Part A or 
the SEPP Greenfield Housing Code, but further enhance the guidelines to achieve a higher standard 
of residential amenity.



Site planning
Objectives

▪ Considered design ensuring houses integrate with the streetscape 
and retain a consistent relationship to the natural topography. 

▪ Contemporary designs relevant to living in the rural character setting 
of Mooball. 

Guidelines

Site Cover Carports

▪ No Carports permitted on lots with a 

frontage less then 15m or site area 

less than 500m2

Living areas

▪ Minimum of 2 outdoor living areas

Allotment size Max. site cover
200m2 – 250m2 65% 
250m2 – 300m2 60% 
300m2 – 600m2 55% 
600m2 – 900m2 50% 
900m2 – 1500m2 40% 
> 1500m2 30% 



Site Zones & House Types
Objectives

▪ Housing typology responds to the site slope and characteristics. 

▪ Choice in accommodation supports a broader demographic to allow 

people to age in place. 

▪ Choice in accommodation increases social interaction and activity, 

building on the existing assets and strengthening the local economy. 

Guidelines

Zone 1 – Lower Land 

▪ Generally smaller lots, between 450m² – 600m² 

▪ Relatively flat land or land with slope less than 6°

▪ Housing Type –

▪ Slab on ground – mix of single and two storey 

▪ Site cover no greater than 55%



Guidelines (continued)

Zone 2 - Mid – Slope 

▪ Generally larger lots, between 600m2 – 2000m2

▪ Mixed site topography – flat land to land with slope 

greater than 6°.

▪ Housing type –

o Slab on ground – mix of single and two storey (less 

than 6° slope)

o Split slab/Post and beam/Hybrid slab post and 

beam/Pole home

o Site cover between 30% - 50%

Site Zones & House Types



Site Zones & House Types
Guidelines (continued)

Zone 3 - Upper lands 

▪ Generally, lots greater than 2000m².

▪ Land with slopes greater than 6°
▪ Housing type –

o Split slab/Post and beam/Hybrid slab post and 

beam/Pole home

o Site cover no greater than 30%



Architectural outcomes
Objectives

▪ Contemporary design that embraces and enhances key 

character elements prevalent in Mooball.  

▪ Contemporary design that responds to Mooball’s 

subtropical climate, including lightweight elements 

such as larger eaves, louvered screens, decks, patios, 

and outdoor living areas. 

▪ Well-articulated façades which enhance the 

streetscape. 

▪ Appropriate building materials, patterns, textures and 

colours. 



Architectural outcomes
Guidelines

Facades
▪ Articulation in the front façade every 4 – 6m.

▪ Design incorporates light weight elements such 

as louvres, screens and shutters.

▪ Design include balconies, verandahs or terraces 

to create visual interest.

Roof forms
▪ Roof forms to have simple/traditional ridge lines in the 

form of Hip/Gable/Skillion.

▪ Hip and Gable Roof forms with a minimum pitch of 22.5°
and maximum pitch of 32.5°.

▪ Skillion roof forms with a minimum pitch of 15°.

▪ Eaves to be a minimum of 600mm. 



Architectural outcomes
Guidelines (continued)
Materials/Finishes
▪ Maximum of 3 materials permitted on the external façade. 

▪ Balustrade to complement the architectural character of the 

dwelling.

▪ Colourbond/Zincalume roof sheeting (no tiled roofs).

Colours
▪ External colours of material to be neutral earthy tones -

whites/neutrals, greys, browns, greens.

TIMBER WEATHERBOARD METAL CLADDING COLORBOND
/ZINCALUME

MASONRY FACE BRICK FIBRE CEMENT

WHITES/NEUTRALS BROWNS

GREYS

GREENS



Landscaping for a 
rural village

Objectives

▪ Landscape of a scale which contributes to the 

streetscape by softening the impact of 

housing. 

▪ Landscaping and features which are slope 

sensitive and minimise the impact of 

stepping retaining walls, fencing and the like. 

Guidelines

▪ All lots to provide a 3x3 deep soil zone 

between the front façade and front boundary 

able to accommodate a tree that can grow 

up to 5m and provide a canopy of 3 – 4m.



Checklist



Checklist



Checklist



Questions? 
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  APPENDIX 5 - TWEEDLINK ADVERTISEMENT 
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  APPENDIX 6 - TWEED VALLEY WEEKLY NOTICE 
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APPENDIX 7 - TWEED VALLEY WEEKLY ARTICLE 
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APPENDIX 8 – RESPONSES TO SUBMISSIONS 



APPENDIX 8 – RESPONSES TO SUBMISSIONS 
 

1 
 

Sub # Item Submission summary comment Comment Recommendation 

1 1 Lack of detailed technical 
information 

The Design Guidelines do not address 
flood, slope stability, soil stability, fire 
hazard, and environmental and 
indigenous cultural heritage impacts.  
Flooding is of particular concern. 

Concern regarding technical matters, such as 
flooding, stormwater, slope stability, fire hazard, 
cultural heritage, stormwater and sewerage is 
noted. 

The Design Guidelines are a requirement of the 
Mooball Voluntary Planning Agreement (MVPA).  The 
purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

Technical matters were considered in the crafting of 
the MVPA and will be addressed in a future 
development application/s over the site. 

No change. 

2 Pedestrian connections 

The Design Guidelines do not provide 
for pedestrian pathways throughout 
the concept plan. 

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

Master planning and design of pedestrian 
connections will occur in future development 
applications. 

No change. 



2 
 

Sub # Item Submission summary comment Comment Recommendation 

3 Building design 

The Design Guidelines encourage slab 
on ground construction where 
buildings should be elevated due to 
flooding. 

Technical matters, such as flooding, were 
considered in the crafting of the MVPA and will be 
addressed in future development applications over 
the site.  The intent will be to mitigate any impact 
from flood to accommodate the future development. 

No change. 

4 Lot size and density 

There are too many lots and the lot 
sizes do not reflect rural village 
character. 

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

The design guidelines do not dictate lot size or 
density, this will be addressed in future 
development application/s.  

No change. 

2 1 Document name 

The title of the document should be 
Mooball Development Design 
Guidelines. 

Suggestion is noted. No change. 

2 Updates to figures and legibility 

Several changes are recommended to 
figures and maps in the document, 
including –  

• Map on Page 6 should be 
updated to include only 

Proposed updates are noted.  

The map on Page 6 indicates the land subject to the 
Design Guidelines, therefore will not be udpated. 

Legibility of the document is anticipated to improve 
with higher export quality settings. 

Figure on page 8 
(Site Aerial) has 
been updated in 
line with 
recommendation.   
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properties part of the proposed 
development area. 

• Improve legibility of document. 

• Figure on page 7 (Site 
Characteristics) should include 
more climactic information. 

• Figure on page 8 (Site Aerial) 
should show the full 
development site.   

The figure on Page 7 (Site characteristics) is 
considered to contain sufficient information to 
illustrate the site characteristics.  

3 Content inclusions 

It is recommend to include the 
following in the content of the Design 
Guidelines –  

• Design guidelines should 
clearly state that the 
construction of dwellings will 
also be subject to the Tweed 
Development Control Plan, 
relevant State Environmental 
Planning Policies etc.  

• Design guidelines should 
include an index of reference 
documents (i.e. DCP, SEPPs, 
LEP etc.) and a list of 
acryonyms. 

Proposed additions are noted. 

It is relevant to note the Design Guidelines are to 
be read in conjunction with existing planning 
controls for the site.  

With regard to the index of guidelines, the 
assessment of future development applications is 
the onus of the proponent.  The design guidelines 
are not required to point to other planning 
documents.   

With regard to a concept plan, the purpose of the 
Design Guidelines is to provide a framework for the 
future design and development of dwellings.  Master 
planning will occur in future development 
applications.  

It is relevant to note that failure to adhere to the 
Design Guidelines will not be accepted. 

Section 2 – Process 
and governance has 
been incorporated 
in the front of the 
design guidelines to 
provide clarity 
around the 
legislative 
requirements for 
development within 
the Sunrise Mooball 
development area. 

A statement has 
been included under 
6.4 Property 
Owner’s Checklist 
which notes that 
future house design 
must comply with 
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• A concept plan for the entire 
development should be 
included in the Design 
Guidelines with a note stating 
that it is concept only and 
subject to change. 

• Design Guidelines should 
clearly state that failure to 
adhere with the guideline 
requirements will be not 
accepted or approved. 

 

 

the design 
guidelines. 

 

4 Site Planning 

More detail should be included in the 
Site Planning section to address 
location of water tanks, setbacks to 
adjoining dwellings and site frontage, 
and buffers to incompatible uses and 
hazards. 

The provisions of the Tweed DCP, Tweed LEP, and 
relevant SEPPs will apply alongside the Design 
Guidelines.  Future dwellings will be subject to 
assessment against the relevant provision of these 
planning instruments and will be required to 
address setbacks, onsite water detention and 
buffers in that assessment. 

No change. 

5 Site zones and House Types 

More detail should be included with 
examples for building materials and 
housing types, particularly on small 
lots.  The Design Guidelines should 
consider affordable housing types 
such as cottage types for small lots. 

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

Additional examples 
of accepted building 
materials have been 
provided to better 
illustrate what is 
being sought in the 
Design Guidelines. 
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Feedback on the material palette is noted and the 
Design Guidelines can be more comprehensive with 
which materials are supported. 

The Design Guidelines are not required to address 
affordable housing, however they do not preclude 
the delivery of affordable housing by way of future 
development applications.  The Design Guidelines 
also do not dictate lot size, this will be addressed in 
future development application/s. 

6 Zone 1 housing types 

Housing in this zone should be on 
stumps/piers to mitigate stormwater 
run-off and flooding 

Technical matters, such as flooding and stormwater, 
were considered in the crafting of the MVPA and will 
be addressed in future development applications 
over the site.  The intent will be to mitigate any 
impact from flooding or stormwater run-off to 
accommodate the future development. 

No change. 

7 Zone 2 and 3 description 

General description of slope should be 
replaced with accurate slope. 

The degree of slope noted in Zone 2 and 3 are 
purposefully open ended due to the degree of 
change across the zones.  Future development 
applications will be informed by appropriate 
geotechnical reporting and cut and fill allowances 
will be guided by the Tweed DCP. 

No change. 

8 Architectural outcomes 

The Architectural outcomes section 
should be updated to include greater 
detail on building materials and 
fencing.   

Support for façade, colours, and finishes is noted.  

Detail around fencing materials or types is not a 
requirement for the Design Guidelines, however 
they can be more comprehensive with which 
materials are supported. 

Additional examples 
of accepted building 
materials have been 
provided to better 
illustrate what is 
being sought in the 
Design Guidelines. 
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Detail on façade, colours, and finishes 
is supported. 

9 Landscape for a Rural Village  

The Landscape for a Rural Village 
section should include requirements 
around the incorporation of native 
endemic species. 

The design guidelines identify deep planting zones, 
plant species can be determined during a 
development application process. 

 

No change. 

10 Consultation process 

Concern was raised regarding the 
difficulty to make submissions. 

Concern around consultation process is noted. 

Community consultation was undertaken in line with 
Council’s requirements. 

No change. 

3 1 Lot sizes  

The lot sizes discussed in the Design 
Guidelines are too small and not 
proportionate with the existing rural 
township.  Smaller lot sizes will 
require multiple storey dwellings, 
which are also not in keeping with the 
current rural character.  

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

The design guidelines do not dictate lot size or 
density, this will be addressed in future 
development application/s. 

No change. 

2 Description of topography 

More detail is required when 
describing the topography and exactly 
how dwellings will be delivered on 
steep sites. 

The degree of slope noted in Zone 2 and 3 are 
purposefully open ended due to the degree of 
change across the zones.  Future development 
applications will be informed by appropriate 
geotechnical reporting. 

No change. 
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3 Topography and slope stability 

Concern raised regarding the pole 
homes proposed on steeper parts of 
the site, suggesting intensive testing 
should be undertaken to ensure the 
slope stability.  The figures in the 
Design Guidelines should accurately 
depict the slope of the land and the 
description of the slope of the land 
should be updated to be more 
accurate so the public have greater 
transparency. 

Concern regarding technical matters, such as slope 
stability is noted. 

The Design Guidelines are a requirement of the 
Mooball Voluntary Planning Agreement (MVPA).  The 
purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

Technical matters were considered in the crafting of 
the MVPA and will be addressed in a future 
development application/s over the site. 

With regard to the accurate depiction of slope, the 
degree of slope noted in Zone 2 and 3 are 
purposefully open ended due to the degree of 
change across the zones.  Cut and fill allowances 
will be guided by the Tweed DCP. 

No change. 

4 Materials and colour scheme 

Generally support the proposed 
materials and colour scheme proposed 

Support for material palette and colour scheme is 
noted. 

Additional examples 
of accepted building 
materials have been 
provided to better 
illustrate what is 
being sought in the 
Design Guidelines. 
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5 Conflict with Tweed Development 
Control Plan 2008 

The TDCP 2008 requires small lot 
housing to be located within or 
directly adjoining centres and should 
integrate with adjoining lots.  The 
proposed small lots do not meet this 
requirement due to the distance of the 
lots from the township and the 
existing lot sizes in Mooball. 

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

The design guidelines do not dictate lot size or 
density, this will be addressed in future 
development application/s which will be assessed 
against the Tweed DCP. 

 

6 Flood and landslide hazard 

The development has the potential to 
increase impacts from flooding and 
landslide hazard to the township.  All 
facets of the development should 
remain in compliance with the 
relevant planning instruments and 
standards to ensure the safety of the 
township. 

Concern regarding technical matters, such as 
flooding and slope stability is noted. 

The Design Guidelines are a requirement of the 
Mooball Voluntary Planning Agreement (MVPA).  The 
purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

Technical matters were considered in the crafting of 
the MVPA and will be addressed in a future 
development application/s over the site. 

No change. 

7 Opposition to development Opposition to development is noted.  No change. 
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Opposed to the development of 
Sunrise Mooball in general due to the 
viability of the land, or lack thereof, to 
support residential development. 

The Design Guidelines are a requirement of the 
Mooball Voluntary Planning Agreement (MVPA).  The 
purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

Technical matters relating to site suitability were 
considered in the crafting of the MVPA and will be 
addressed in a future development application/s 
over the site. 

4 & 5 1 Confusing Design Guidelines 

The Design Guidelines are confusing.  
The rezoning map is too small.  Detail 
is missing with regard to the legal 
responsibility of the developer to 
adhere to conditions of the VPA which 
is signed by a different developer. 

The Design Guidelines provide a detailed preamble 
that explains the background of the MVPA and the 
purpose of the guidelines.   

The rezoning map is for information only and is not 
critical to the interpretation or purpose of the 
guidelines.  

Clause 38 of the MVPA (the Deed) required the 
Landowner and/or Developer to register the Deed 
on the title of Lot 2 in DP534493 and Lot 7 in 
DP593200 (i.e., the Land) 10 days from the 
commencement of the Deed.  Clause 38 ensures 
that all future landowners are bound by the 
requirements of the Deed, including the 

No change. 
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requirement to comply with the Design Guidelines 
(Clause 31). 

Clause 39 of the Deed allows the Landowner and 
Developer to sell or transfer the Land, provided the 
Deed has been registered on the title of the Land 
prior to the sale/transfer.  The Deed was registered 
on title on 25 October 2016, some two years prior 
to Catapult purchasing the Land.  Therefore, as the 
Landowner, Catapult is bound by the requirements 
of the Deed. 

2 House design 

There is no clear indication of desired 
house design. 

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

The Design Guidelines have provided a framework 
around these elements. 

The provisions of the Tweed DCP, Tweed LEP, and 
relevant SEPPs will apply alongside the Design 
Guidelines.  Future dwellings will be subject to 
assessment against the relevant provision of these 
planning instruments.  Where detail is not provided 
for house design in the Design Guidelines, the detail 
is provided in these existing instruments. 

No change. 
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3 Masterplan 

The Design Guidelines should include 
a masterplan for clarity on zone 
boundaries.   

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

Master planning will occur in future development 
applications. 

No change. 

4 Zone 1 

Zone 1 is low lying and the filling 
required to accommodate dwellings 
will result in a change to flooding and 
amenity for existing residents. 

Technical matters, such as flooding, were 
considered in the crafting of the MVPA and will be 
addressed in future development applications over 
the site.  The intent will be to mitigate any impact 
from flood to accommodate the future development. 

No change. 

5 Zone 2 and 3 

Gradients in Zone 2 and 3 are unclear 
and should be more specific.  Support 
the larger lots in Zone 3. 

Support for larger lots is noted. 

The degree of slope noted in Zone 2 and 3 are 
purposefully open ended due to the degree of 
change across the zones.  Future development 
applications will be informed by appropriate 
geotechnical reporting and cut and fill allowances 
will be guided by the Tweed DCP. 

No change. 

6 1 Community consultation 

Disagree with method of consulting 
with the community.  Accessing the 
information sessions was difficult and 

Concern around community consultation is noted. 

Community consultation was undertaken in line with 
Council’s requirements. 

No change. 
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it was not clear how to lodge a 
submission. 

2 Confusing Design Guidelines 

Design Guidelines are limited, 
misleading, and lack detail.  

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

The Design Guidelines have provided a framework 
around these elements. 

The provisions of the Tweed DCP, Tweed LEP, and 
relevant SEPPs will apply alongside the Design 
Guidelines.  Future dwellings will be subject to 
assessment against the relevant provision of these 
planning instruments.  Where detail is not provided 
for house design in the Design Guidelines, the detail 
is provided in these existing instruments. 

No change. 

3 Mooball Voluntary Planning 
Agreement 

The Mooball VPA should be updated to 
reflect Catapult as the developer. 

Clause 38 of the MVPA (the Deed) required the 
Landowner and/or Developer to register the Deed 
on the title of Lot 2 in DP534493 and Lot 7 in 
DP593200 (i.e., the Land) 10 days from the 
commencement of the Deed.  Clause 38 ensures 
that all future landowners are bound by the 
requirements of the Deed, including the 
requirement to comply with the Design Guidelines 
(Clause 31). 

No change. 
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Clause 39 of the Deed allows the Landowner and 
Developer to sell or transfer the Land, provided the 
Deed has been registered on the title of the Land 
prior to the sale/transfer.  The Deed was registered 
on title on 25 October 2016, some two years prior 
to Catapult purchasing the Land.  Therefore, as the 
Landowner, Catapult is bound by the requirements 
of the Deed. 

4 Figures and maps in document 

The figures and maps in the Design 
Guideline are small and vague. 

Legibility of the document is anticipated to improve 
with higher export quality settings. 

No change. 

5 Lot sizes and density 

Opposition to small lots and the 
proposed dwelling density.  The 
dwelling density does not reflect the 
Mooball character or protect amenity. 

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

The design guidelines do not dictate lot size or 
density, this will be addressed in future 
development application/s. 

No change. 

6 Zone 1 

Zone 1 is low lying and the filling 
required to accommodate dwellings 
will result in a change to flooding for 
existing residents. 

Technical matters, such as flooding, were 
considered in the crafting of the MVPA and will be 
addressed in future development applications over 
the site.  The intent will be to mitigate any impact 
from flood to accommodate the future development. 

 

No change. 
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7 Zone 2 and 3 

Gradients in Zone 2 and 3 are unclear 
and should be more specific.  The 
gradients noted in the Design 
Guidelines are misleading. 

The degree of slope noted in Zone 2 and 3 are 
purposefully open ended due to the degree of 
change across the zones.  Future development 
applications will be informed by appropriate 
geotechnical reporting and cut and fill allowances 
will be guided by the Tweed DCP. 

No change. 

8 Architectural outcomes and 
housing styles 

The architectural outcome describes 
the character of Mooball but is not 
clear on the style of house that will be 
built. 

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

The Design Guidelines have provided a framework 
around these elements. 

The provisions of the Tweed DCP, Tweed LEP, and 
relevant SEPPs will apply alongside the Design 
Guidelines.  Future dwellings will be subject to 
assessment against the relevant provision of these 
planning instruments.  Where detail is not provided 
for house design in the Design Guidelines, the detail 
is provided in these existing instruments. 

No change. 

9 Masterplan 

The Design Guidelines should include 
a masterplan to show exactly what 
the end product will be.  

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 

No change. 
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• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

Master planning will occur in future development 
applications. 

7 1 Lot sizes and density 

Opposition to small lots and the 
proposed dwelling density.  The 
dwelling density does not reflect the 
Mooball character or protect amenity. 

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

The design guidelines do not dictate lot size or 
density, this will be addressed in future 
development application/s. 

No change. 

2 Lack of detailed technical report 

The Design Guidelines are not 
accompanied by detailed technical 
reports addressing flood, slope 
stability, soil stability, fire hazard, and 
environmental and indigenous cultural 
heritage impacts.  Flooding is of 
particular concern. 

Concern regarding technical matters, such as 
flooding, stormwater, slope stability, fire hazard, 
cultural heritage, stormwater and sewerage is 
noted. 

The Design Guidelines are a requirement of the 
Mooball Voluntary Planning Agreement (MVPA).  The 
purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

No change. 
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Technical matters were considered in the crafting of 
the MVPA and will be addressed in a future 
development application/s over the site. 

3 Housing design 

Information on housing design is 
lacking and amenity concerns have 
not been addressed. 

Concern regarding lack of detail is noted.  

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

The provisions of the Tweed DCP, Tweed LEP, and 
relevant SEPPs will apply alongside the Design 
Guidelines.  Future dwellings will be subject to 
assessment against the relevant provision of these 
planning instruments.  Where detail is not provided 
for house design in the Design Guidelines, the detail 
is provided in these existing instruments. 

No change. 

8 1 Site suitability 

Concerned about flooding, gradient 
and possible contamination on site, 
and the impact the development will 
have on existing township. 

Concern regarding technical matters, such as 
flooding, slope stability, and contamination is noted. 

The Design Guidelines are a requirement of the 
Mooball Voluntary Planning Agreement (MVPA).  The 
purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 

No change. 
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• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

Technical matters were considered in the crafting of 
the MVPA and will be addressed in a future 
development application/s over the site. 

2 Confusing Design Guidelines 

The Design Guidelines are confusing.  
The rezoning map is too small.  Detail 
is missing with regard to the legal 
responsibility of the developer to 
adhere to conditions of the VPA which 
is signed by a different developer. 

The Design Guidelines provide a detailed preamble 
that explains the background of the MVPA and the 
purpose of the guidelines.   

The rezoning map is for information only and is not 
critical to the interpretation or purpose of the 
guidelines.  

Clause 38 of the MVPA (the Deed) required the 
Landowner and/or Developer to register the Deed 
on the title of Lot 2 in DP534493 and Lot 7 in 
DP593200 (i.e., the Land) 10 days from the 
commencement of the Deed.  Clause 38 ensures 
that all future landowners are bound by the 
requirements of the Deed, including the 
requirement to comply with the Design Guidelines 
(Clause 31). 

Clause 39 of the Deed allows the Landowner and 
Developer to sell or transfer the Land, provided the 
Deed has been registered on the title of the Land 
prior to the sale/transfer.  The Deed was registered 
on title on 25 October 2016, some two years prior 
to Catapult purchasing the Land.  Therefore, as the 

No change. 
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Landowner, Catapult is bound by the requirements 
of the Deed. 

3 Zone 1 

Zone 1 is low lying and the filling 
required to accommodate dwellings 
will result in a change to flooding for 
existing residents.  Smaller lot sizes 
and site cover requirements will result 
in multiple storey dwellings, which are 
also not in keeping with the current 
Mooball character. 

Technical matters, such as flooding, were 
considered in the crafting of the MVPA and will be 
addressed in future development applications over 
the site.  The intent will be to mitigate any impact 
from flood to accommodate the future development. 

The design guidelines do not dictate lot size or 
density, this will be addressed in future 
development application/s. 

No change. 

4 Zone 2 and 3 

Gradients in Zone 2 and 3 are unclear 
and should be more specific.  The 
gradients noted in the Design 
Guidelines are misleading. 

The degree of slope noted in Zone 2 and 3 are 
purposefully open ended due to the degree of 
change across the zones.  Future development 
applications will be informed by appropriate 
geotechnical reporting and cut and fill allowances 
will be guided by the Tweed DCP. 

No change. 

5 Masterplan 

The Design Guidelines should include 
a masterplan to show exactly what 
the end product will be. 

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

Master planning will occur in future development 
applications. 

No change. 
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6 Architectural outcomes and 
housing styles 

The architectural outcome describes 
the character of Mooball but is not 
clear on the style of house that will be 
built.  Material palette is provided, but 
no detail is provided on how much of 
each material must be used. 

To ensure variation in built form outcomes, the 
design guidelines do not seek to establish a strict 
percentage requirement regarding the use of 
materials.  However, the Design Guidelines can be 
more comprehensive with which materials are 
supported. 

Additional examples 
of accepted building 
materials have been 
provided to better 
illustrate what is 
being sought in the 
Design Guidelines. 

7 Landscaping 

Landscaping on slope sensitive land 
has not been addressed appropriately. 

The design guidelines identify deep planting zone 
requirements. Future development application/s will 
address the technical requirements for landscaping 
on different topography. 

 

No change. 

8 Checklist 

Does not think the checklist is 
suitable. 

The checklist is a requirement out of the MVPA and 
covers off on the controls proposed for the four key 
areas, being –  

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

No change. 

9 1 Name of development 

Supports a change to the name 
“Sunrise Mooball” due to bad 
reputation of Sunrise Estate in Byron. 

Suggestion is noted. No change. 
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2 Pedestrian walkways and open 
space 

The development should incorporate 
parks, pathways and picnic areas. 

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

Master planning, including the location of parks and 
pedestrian pathways, will occur in future 
development application/s. 

No change. 

3 Access to land sales 

Residents should have early access to 
land sales. 

Interest noted. 

 

No change. 

4 Flooding 

Homes that will be impacted by 
flooding due to the development 
should receive funding for house 
raising. 

Concern regarding flooding is noted. 

The Design Guidelines are a requirement of the 
Mooball Voluntary Planning Agreement (MVPA).  The 
purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

Technical matters were considered in the crafting of 
the MVPA and will be addressed in a future 
development application/s over the site. 

No change. 
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10 1 Impacts to infrastructure 

Concerned with impacts to 
stormwater and sewerage 
disposal/mitigation, and traffic 
impacts. 

Concern regarding impacts to infrastructure, 
including stormwater, sewerage, and traffic is 
noted. 

The Design Guidelines are a requirement of the 
Mooball Voluntary Planning Agreement (MVPA).  The 
purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

Technical matters were considered in the crafting of 
the MVPA and will be addressed in a future 
development application/s over the site. 

No change. 

11 1 Design Guidelines lack detail 

The Design Guidelines do not provide 
enough detail on site plan and house 
design. 

Concern regarding lack of detail is noted.  

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

The provisions of the Tweed DCP, Tweed LEP, and 
relevant SEPPs will apply alongside the Design 
Guidelines.  Future dwellings will be subject to 
assessment against the relevant provision of these 
planning instruments.  Where detail is not provided 

No change. 
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for house design in the Design Guidelines, the detail 
is provided in these existing instruments. 

2 Lot sizes 

The lot sizes discussed in the Design 
Guidelines are too small and not 
proportionate with the existing rural 
township. 

The purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

The design guidelines do not dictate lot size or 
density, this will be addressed in future 
development application/s. 

No change. 

3 Lack of detailed technical 
information 

The Design Guidelines are not 
accompanied by detailed technical 
reports addressing flood, slope 
stability, sewerage, water run-off, and 
traffic.  Flooding is of particular 
concern. 

Concern regarding technical matters, such as 
flooding, stormwater, slope stability, stormwater 
and sewerage is noted. 

The Design Guidelines are a requirement of the 
Mooball Voluntary Planning Agreement (MVPA).  The 
purpose of the Design Guidelines is to provide a 
framework for the future design and development of 
dwellings, based on the following – 

• Site planning 
• Site Zones and Housing types 
• Architectural outcomes 
• Landscaping for a Rural Village 

No change. 
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Technical matters were considered in the crafting of 
the MVPA and will be addressed in a future 
development application/s over the site. 

12 1 Opposed to development 

Opposed to the development of 
Sunrise Mooball. 

Opposition to development is noted. No change. 

13 1 Access to land sales 

Interested in purchasing in Sunrise 
Mooball. 

Interest noted. No change. 
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